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Abstract. State of the Art speaker recognition methods are mainly
based on GMM/UBM based supervector paradigm. Recently, a simple
representation of speech based on local binary decision taken on each
acoustic frame have been proposed, allowing to represent a speech ex-
cerpt as a binary matrix. This article is based on a similar approach. A
new temporal block representation of the binary transformed data as well
as three simple algorithms to obtain an efficient similarity measure are
proposed. The experimental results show a better robustness of the pro-
posed approach and a similar or better overall performance over classical
approaches.
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1 Introduction

During last years information of identity of speakers has beenmodeled usingGaus-
sian Mixture Models/Universal Background Model (GMM/UBM) paradigm, a
weighted sum of Gaussian density functions models the space of acoustic classes.
Each GMM model of speaker target is adapted from the UBM using Maximum a
Posteriori (MAP) adaptation [1] of the UBM.

The efficiency of GMM-MAP (with or without supervector) based approaches
in speaker recognition is well known. But is associated with two main drawbacks.
Firstly, these approaches show large and complex models and high computational
cost which constitute a limiting factor for some real life applications where small
memory resources, fast response and high accuracy are needed. Secondly, it is
not easy to work with segmental/temporal information as the approaches usually
work at the file level.

This work presents a new approach to reduce these limitations thanks to a
novel binary representation of the speech proposed in [2]. But in this work, a
dynamic Generator Model is used to generate the binary vectors. Our approach
uses a variable number of specificities for each feature vector to perform the test,
ensuring that only the amount of necessary specificities to characterize the acous-
tic vector will be selected. This approach is used to explore temporal/segmental
speaker specific information also.
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In this article new similarity measures driven by the binary information are
proposed. The measures work over the intersection and symmetric difference
between two discrete vectors, obtained from the binary representation.

This paper is organized as follows. Section 2 explains the process to obtain the
binary representation of speech. Section 3 and 4 present the models used at the
utterance level and for the temporal/segmental information. Section 5 describes
the new similarity measure. Section 6 describes the different adaptation of the
main principle for speaker recognition. Experimental protocols and the results
are shown in section 7. Finally, section 8 presents some conclusions.

2 Algorithm to Obtain a Binary Representation

This method to obtain the specificities of the model is similar to the one pre-
sented in [2], [6], [7], but different compared to amount and type of specificities
for each Gaussian component. The logic behind the model is based on increasing
the discriminative power of a UBM; new model is composed of components which
are selected from a classical UBM and specificities living within each acoustic
class are represented by these selected components.

The selection consists in choosing those components of UBM that achieve the
highest likelihood at least once from the same features used to train the UBM,
this new set is named by us as Activated Gaussian Component Model (AGCM).
Each component in the AGCM is adapted as often as feature files were used to
train the UBM, obtaining a set of components adapted for each component in
the AGCM. Finally, the specificities living within each component of the AGCM
are obtained by a selection (similarly to the selection of the components for the
AGCM) of the components in the corresponding set.

As GMM is a clustering algorithm with overlapping between classes, each
acoustic feature will be assigned with most likely acoustic class, obtaining a dis-
tribution of the acoustic features for each class. In our approach each component
in the AGCM has a different amount of specificities (Gaussian components), if
we normalize the weights and equalize the variances they can be seen as a GMM
embedded in each component. Each embedded model has a variable number of
components defined by the nature of each acoustic class of the original UBM.
We will call the new whole AGCM and its specificities as Generator Model.

The aim of this new Generator Model consists in obtaining a binary matrix
for each speech utterance that represents the best relationships between each
acoustic vector and its groups of specificities.

To obtain the binary matrix, for each frame the “3” top AGCM components
with highest likelihood scores are extracted. Within each of these components the
specificities with greater likelihood superior to a given threshold are obtained.
So, for each component, different numbers of specificities are selected. With this
process it is possible to obtain a spatial information about the acoustic features
that is not possible in classical GMM algorithms.

Each utterance is represented by a KxN -dimensional binary matrix called Bk,
where K is the number of specificities and N is the number of acoustic vectors of
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Fig. 1. Steps to obtain the binary matrix, accumulative vector and binary vector

the signal. Each column of Bk corresponds to an acoustic vector and reflects the
labeled probabilities of each vector with respect to each specificities, where the
top percent of highest likelihood scores are labeled as “1” (activated component)
and the rest labeled as “0” (not activated) [2], [6]. The size of the accumulative
vector and the resulting binary vector is the amount of specificities (K ) of the
entire Generator Model.

3 GA, a General Model for a Speech Utterance

The process to obtain a general model from a binary matrix Bk is very simple.
It only involves a sum of “1” in each matrix row, resulting in the number of
activations of each specificities. We define a speech utterance General model
(GA) as an M -dimensional accumulative vector, c̄ = {v1, . . . , vM}, c̄ ∈ N. Each
vector position j in c̄, j = 1, . . . ,M , represents a specificity that is clustered by a
Gaussian component of AGCM, and each value vj of the vector c̄ is the number
of activations (“1”) of each specificity. The General Model defined here is the
same as defined in [2] as “accumulative vector (vc)”.

Like in [2], a global binary vector is extracted from the matrix, by setting to
“1” the coefficients corresponding to n-best highest accumulative values of vc.
In contrast to [2] we will now use jointly the binary vector and the accumulative
vector. Because the binary vector reflects the specificities that best represent the
expression while the accumulative vector weights the influence of each specificity
(the level of activation), this model may present a higher discriminative power.

A speech excerpt is therefore represented by two simple and sparse vectors
which compose a new speaker model, causing a drastic reduction of the necessary
information for speaker recognition compared to classical GMMmodels. It is also
important to notice that all the needed information is present in the (sparse)
accumulative vector, allowing efficient implementations.

4 TA, Trajectory Model for a Speech Utterance

Not only the General Model of the utterance but also information about different
temporal segments in the utterance can be extracted from the binary matrix.
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To obtain the Trajectory Model, we apply a windowing procedure to select over-
lapped blocks of the binary matrix. Each block has a size k and, between two
consecutive blocks, there is z frames displacement.

Then, given a binary matrix Bk and parameters k -size of the blocks- and z
-displacement between them-, we obtain T blocks, T = (N − k)/z , where N is
the number of acoustic vectors in the utterance.

We define the Trajectory Model of a speech utterance, as a set of accumulative
vectors, TA = {c̄1, c̄2, . . . , c̄T }, where T is the number of blocks obtained from
the binary matrix, and each c̄t is a accumulative vector obtained in the same
way as the General Model but on the corresponding temporal segment. It is
important to observe that T depends on the utterance duration. Fig 2 reflects
the process to obtain the trajectory model. Similarly with the GA model, we
extract also the binary vector for each temporal block.

Fig. 2. Process for obtaining the trajectory model

The trajectory model of one utterance should be able to extract complemen-
tary information v.s. the general model. Accumulative vectors in a segment of
the utterance reflect a distribution of specificities related to the phonetic and
prosodic contents of the segment, different to others segments and to the whole
utterance. Adequate overlapping of segments ensures a soft transition between
values of the accumulative vectors. A speech segment contaminated by noise
should be considered as a weak feature set for speaker discrimination, but an
adequate segmentation and overlapping of speech could reduce the effect of noise
and increase the robustness of the whole model.

5 New Similarity Measures

These new representations of speech characteristics involve finding new and sim-
ple ways to measure the similarity between two models. We define two set-based
operations to evaluate the elements involved in the comparison of two models,
A and B. These operations are the intersection and the symmetric difference.
These operations are explained in Fig 3 where:

Although the pairs of (0,0) elements at the intersection are interesting (they
identify the common not activated components), they were not analyzed in this
work. Therefore the analyzed elements in the intersection are only the (1,1) pairs.
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Fig. 3. Binary set operations within two utterances

5.1 Using the Intersection as a Similarity Measure

In [2] the authors propose a measure that reflects the size of the intersection,
defined by the pairs (1,1).

IS(A,B) = |A∩B|
|A| , |A| = |B| (1)

This measure works on the binary vectors only and corresponds to the number
of common active components in both models. We call it “intersection similarity
(IS)”. IS measure has advantages with respect to the classical Maximum Like-
lihood Estimation measure such that it is easy to program, the computational
cost is very small and it allows to characterize each speaker utterance with a
simple binary vector, reducing dramatically the memory size.

But it also has disadvantages: to use only the binary vector as a simplification
of general model may cause it to lose information of the speaker utterance, that
has to do with the level of activation of the specificities in each utterance.

5.2 New Similarity Measure Using the Intersection and Symmetric
Difference (ISDS)

In this section we define a new measure driven by the binary vector of A and B
but applied on the corresponding accumulative vectors. The use of accumulative
vectors instead of binary vectors to obtain a similarity between speech utterances
brings us a new dimension in the comparison, because accumulative vectors not
only contain the selection of the top best specificities (which models mainly the
utterance) but also contain the information of the strength of these selected
specificities. This is the main difference of our proposal with respect to [2], [6].

This new similarity measure is based on two independent terms, which work
on the intersection and symmetric difference between the two sets. These terms
can be viewed as similarity measures separately; the first new similarity measure
reflects the difference that exists in the intersection (ID) of two sets, regarding
the cumulative values of each, and is defined as follows.

Let two General models A and B of two utterances, represented by their
respective accumulative vectors. Let the binary operation be driven by the binary
vectors corresponding to A and B like in the previous section.

ID(A,B) = 1
∑|A∩B|

i=1 |ai−bi|
{∀a ∈ A, ∀b ∈ B | ∃(a, b) ∈ A ∩B and a �= b} (2)

The cumulative values in each model are the number of activations of the speci-
ficities in the complete utterance, they have a close relationship with the duration
of the utterance, then it is necessary to normalize the accumulative vector in each
set with respect to the sum of the cumulative values in it respectively.
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The second proposed measure consists in the sum of the cumulative values
of the elements in the intersection divided by the sum of the cumulative values
found in the symmetric difference ISD of sets A and B.

ISD(A,B) =
∑|A∩B|

i=1 ai+bi
∑A−B

j=1 aj+
∑B−A

j=1 bj
{∀a ∈ A, ∀b ∈ B | A−B �= ø}1 (3)

This term determines the similarity between the intersection and symmetric dif-
ference for two accumulative vectors. The more the activations of the specificities
in the intersection the greater the similarity between two utterances.

Finally the union of the two previous measures makes up our new similarity
measure (“Interception and Symmetric Difference Similarity” ISDS).

ISDS(A,B) =
∑|A∩B|

i=1 ai+bi

(
∑A−B

j=1 aj+
∑B−A

j=1 bj)∗
∑|A∩B|

i=1 |ai−bi|
(4)

{∀a ∈ A, ∀b ∈ B | A−B �= ø and ∃a �= b | (a, b) ∈ A ∩B}

6 Using the ISDS Measure

Below we describe the use of the General Model (GA) and Trajectory Model
(TA) of an utterance in the framework of speaker recognition applications. First
we focus on the use of the general model.

The first step for all algorithms is the normalization of accumulative vector,
eliminating its dependence on the duration of the speech utterance, then vector
x̄ will be the normalized accumulative vector.

Let one accumulative vector c̄.

x̄ = c̄(i)
∑

M
j=1 c̄(j)

(5)

where i = 1, 2, . . . ,M ,
∑M

i=1 x̄(i) = 1.

Let A, a target speaker and B, an unknown test speaker.
Algorithm 1: Apply ISDS measure for general model of speech

1. Obtain the binary matrix for both speaker, {BkA, BkB}.
2. Obtain the general model, {BkA, BkB} ⇒ {GAA, GAB}.
3. The similarity measure for test speaker by comparing it to the target speaker:

S(GAB , GAA) = ISDS(GAB , GAA) (6)

Next, we describe the use of both models, the GA and the TA of a utterance.
It is important to note that each TA could have a different number of vectors,
which are related to the duration of the corresponding utterance.

This algorithm performs a comparison between the general model of A with
the trajectory model of B and vice versa. We call GT, the coupling of GA and
TA in the same context, GT = (GA, TA).

1 Note: Given the nature of our sets that ensures that all sets have the same number of
elements, the cases A ⊃ B or B ⊃ A do not exist, therefore A−B �= ø ⇔ B−A �= ø.
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Algorithm 2: Cross-comparison with GA and TA

1. Obtain the binary matrix for both speaker, {BkA, BkB}.
2. Obtain the GA and TA for each binary matrix, {BkA, BkB} ⇒ {GTA, GTB}
3. The similarity measure for test speaker by comparing it to the target speaker:

S(GTA, GTB) = 1
2 (

1
TB

∑TB

t=1 ISDS(TAB[t], GAA) + 1
TA

∑TA

t=1 ISDS(TAA[t], GAB)) (7)

Finally, the following algorithm combines the information in the general model
and the trajectory model.

Algorithm 3: Combination of the algorithms 1 and 2
Steps 1 and 2 are the same as in Algorithm 2.

1. Combination of the algorithms:

S(GTA, GTB) = 1
3 (

1
TB

∑TB

t=1 ISDS(TAB[t], GAA) + (8)

1
TA

∑TA

t=1 ISDS(TAA[t], GAB) + ISDS(GAB, GAA))

7 Speaker Recognition Experiments

In order to test the feasibility of the proposed measures and the Trajectory
Model for the speaker verification task, we have performed several tests using
the SALA [3] and AHUMADA [4] databases. The SALA database was used to
create a 512 mixtures UBM, using 1990 sequences of digits from 500 speakers,
about 2.5 hours of telephone speech; 459 components were selected with 22000
specificities components. The front end of experiments was 12 MFCC + 12 deltas
with cepstral normalization.

7.1 Text Independent Speaker Recognition Experiment

Text independent speaker verification experiment are performed using telephone
sessions of Ahumada called T1 and T2. Each session has 100 speakers uttering
about 1.5 minutes of spontaneous speech; utterances of session T1 are used as
train set and utterances session T2 as test set. It gives a total of 100 target
tests and 9900 impostor tests. The experiment focuses on the comparison of the
four measures -IS and the three proposed ISDS algorithms- using as baseline a
GMM-MAP approach [1] based on ALIZE toolkit [5].

For general models, GA, the binary vectors are extracted from the correspond-
ing accumulative vectors using the 1000 best values. For the trajectory models
TA, we use blocks of size k=300 vectors, displacement between blocks z=150
vectors and top 250 values for the binary vector extraction.

Table 1 presents the results of this experiment in terms of EER and DCF.
It shows the advantages of using accumulative vectors and new similarity mea-
sures compared to IS measure and binary information only. Taken alone, the
performance of the general models and trajectory models TA using the accu-
mulative vectors (algorithm 1 y 2) remains modest results regarding the GMM
baseline. Nevertheless, when combining the complementary information between
them, as shown by algorithm 3 results, the performance is little better than the
GMM-MAP baseline results.
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Table 1. Results in text-independent speaker recognition

system DCF(*100) EER %

IS 3.9 6
Algorithm 1 2.97 5.48
Algorithm 2 4.33 6.8
Algorithm 3 2.19 5
GMM-Map 2.51 5.42

8 Conclusions and Future Work

This paper presents preliminary results of a new approach based on speech bi-
nary representation. Both, a new trajectory model (able to take into account
successive temporal block information) and new similarities which measures as-
sociate binary representation and accumulative vectors were proposed.

Compared to state-of-the-art approaches, these new representation and sim-
ilarity measures require less memory/computational resources and are able to
take into account segmental information when the proposed approach shows a
level of performance comparable to GMM/MAP approach. Besides these advan-
tages, this approach opens a large avenue for further investigations. First, new
techniques in order to deal with channel and session mismatch problems could
be proposed, taking advantage of the binary/discrete (and sparse) speech repre-
sentation. Second, the proposed approach allows to work on temporal/trajectory
speaker specific information as it is based on a segmental block speech repre-
sentation (until a frame-based representation). Moreover, the latter will directly
benefit GMM-based knowledge as well as session mismatch progress, allowing to
associate newest variability modeling techniques and trajectory models.
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